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What is a Super Load or Specialized Transport? 
Super loads are generally larger (over dimensional) or heavier than standard legal limits set by a state for oversized and 

overweight cargo. They can weigh over 500 tons with lengths more than double a standard flatbed trailer. 

These types of freight require specifically equipped trailers or trailers especially designed and configured for a unique 

piece of equipment such as a wind energy blade. There are more than half a million trucking companies in the US, but 

fewer than 10,000 can handle specialized transport and super heavy freight.  

 

Streamline and FreightMonster have more than twenty years of experience and have formed reliable, quality, 

nationwide partnerships throughout the heavy haul, super load, and specialized transport trucking 

sectors. FreightMonster has these trucking companies at our fingertips to get you competitive pricing and get the job 

done successfully. 

Is it a super load? 
Each state determines whether freight is classified as oversized, overweight, or super. In general, when the dimensions 

or weight don’t fit into their legal size and weight specification, the freight is considered a super load or special permit 

load.  

Complicated state regulations 

What makes it even more complicated is that each state has different rules dictated by terrain, condition of roadways, 

bridges, the actual route, and public safety. These types of cargo require extra scrutiny by engineers who use federal or 

state formulas for bridges using width, height, and axles on the trailer: number, type, spacing and weight on each axle. 

States in Mexico and Canada have permit processes similar to US states. 

Every state and type of road traveled may need a separate permit and engineering review. See below 



 

Who needs super loads moved? 
Typical industries that use super load trucking: 

• Aerospace 

• Agricultural Equipment 

• Construction Equipment 

• Energy Generation Equipment 

• Highway and Road building 

• Mining Equipment 

• Oil and Gas Production Modules 

• Storage Tanks 

• Wind Energy Generation  

 

Trailers used for super loads and specialized transport 
Moving over-sized and over-weight cargo requires different types of trailers depending upon the shape, size, and weight 

of the cargo. 

RGN 

The removable gooseneck trailer is versatile and is often used for heavy equipment. It has a low deck to accommodate 

tall loads. The gooseneck can be removed so the front rests on the ground to make it easy to drive equipment onto the 

deck.  

Lowboy or Double Drop 

A lowboy or double drop has a lower deck or well, like the RGN, which allows it to haul tall items up to 12 feet. These 

trailers have ramps for loading from the back. 

Multi axle  

Each additional axle on a trailer makes it possible to haul additional weight. This is important for very heavy loads. They 

may have flip axles to reduce the trailer length when not in use. 



Spread 

Spread means making the decks longer so longer freight can fit in the well.  The well on a double drop or RGN is most 

commonly 29'.  The extension makes the well or decks longer as the chassis lengthens on the trailer. 

Extendable 

Typically, extendable trailers make more options possible than fixed frame trailers. They can extend either width wise to 

support a wider item or lengthwise to support a single item over its full length. 

Suspension Beam Trailer 

These are trailers that have beams instead of a wide deck, so a machine’s undercarriage can rest on the beams. This 

could lower the overall height of wheeled, footed, or tracked equipment. Beamed trailers are designed in varying widths 

with the ability to distribute weight in order to haul up to one million pounds. They may have a fixed or removable 

gooseneck. These are rated by pounds per axle. 

“A beam trailer is a way to reduce your gross weight as well. 

Since it is only a pair of beams you don’t have the sides, you 

don’t have the wood, flooring, you don’t have a lot of things 

adding weight to your combination.” Russ Losh of Talbert 

Manufacturing quoted in The Right Trailer for the Job by 

David Godkin https://www.on-sitemag.com/features/the-

right-trailer-for-the-job/ 

photo from Rogers Trailers 

http://www.rogerstrailers.com/contact/glossary/i-beam-deck 

Specialized 

This term refers to trailers built to accommodate specific types of cargo such as Schnabel trailers are used to suspend 

long single large diameter pipe or towers. Perimeter trailers which are suspended from other trailers and custom trailers 

are designed for a specific item. 

 

Advanced planning is always required 
Streamline and FreightMonster dispatchers will take care of your super load or specialized transport. Our online logistics 

process is transparent throughout the freight move. Planning your move is where our dispatchers shine. They handle 

negotiations on your behalf and strategically prearrange for your benefit: 

• competitive pricing 

• qualified experienced drivers 

• the right trailer for the cargo 

• permits  

https://www.on-sitemag.com/features/the-right-trailer-for-the-job/
https://www.on-sitemag.com/features/the-right-trailer-for-the-job/
http://www.rogerstrailers.com/contact/glossary/i-beam-deck
https://www.anstertrailer.com/widening-extendable-trailers-specs-design/


• trained escorts 

• route surveys 

• cranes and other load and unload services  

• coordination with other services and utilities during transport 

• consistent communication 

Our dispatch service makes sure your cargo gets moving, is delivered safely. and keeps you informed. 

Dispatch overcomes the many obstacles and coordinates the time-consuming details. We negotiate a fair package price 

for you. Your personal dispatcher will maintain contact with notifications and updates at least daily. 

Permits 
Obtaining a permit may require a detailed sketch of the vehicles, off-tracking (turning radius of truck vs trailer), tire and 

tread sizes, axle spacings, axle weights, and overall dimensions of the vehicle and cargo. Permits are issued on a per trip 

basis and are valid for a specific number of days to accomplish the move. 

 

There may be requirements specific to each move such as supervised, certified weight. Because of engineering reviews, 

a permit may take up to two weeks to issue. If the super load travels on mountainous terrain or non-state-maintained 

roads, then additional delays for engineering review and route surveys may be required. 

In most states, the load must be reduced – divided into its smallest and lightest possible parts. When no longer 

reducible, and still outside legal limits, a super load or special transport permit is needed. For more information, see our 

state permits and contact the state agency. 

Pilot cars and other escorts 
Over dimensional freight means traffic will be impeded during transport, either taking up multiple lanes or needing 

more turning radius for long cargo. Extra escorts including both civilian pilot cars and law enforcement are required to 

scout along the route ahead of and behind the cargo. Flagmen are needed to direct traffic. One or more tow trucks may 

be required during inclement weather. For more about pilot cars read Why do heavy haul freight and oversized loads 

need pilot cars? 

Route Survey 
A route survey is almost always required, sometimes scheduled by the state and other times by the shipper or carrier 

and submitted to the state. This will cost between $2,000 and $5,000, usually based on per mile of the route and the 

time to assess and prepare a report. 

The result of the route survey documents what types of over-the-road conditions exist. These conditions include road 

restrictions, obstructions and construction, bridges, tunnels, and traffic. These circumstances and limitations determine 

what measures must be taken to safely move the cargo. For instance, state regulations and specific routes may require a 

https://freightmonster.com/state-permits/
https://freightmonster.com/state-permits/
https://freightmonster.com/2020/01/heavy-haul-freight-needs-pilot-cars/
https://freightmonster.com/2020/01/heavy-haul-freight-needs-pilot-cars/


height pole, multiple civilian and police escorts, bridge shoring, and coordination with utilities for traffic signals and 

overhead wires. 

Other considerations that may apply include whether there are truck refueling stations that can manage a long trailer 

with space to maneuver and parking areas for drivers to pull over and rest. When you have a super long load, the radius 

of a freeway exit may be problematic. Or the total incline of the road may make it difficult to manage an underpass 

without scraping. 

Insurance 
Specialized transport and super loads mean expensive cargo. We can obtain spike insurance on top of the cargo 

insurance limits to fully cover the value of your freight. You can be the direct policy holder. 

Other Super load add-on charges 
Our dispatchers will coordinate cranes and other loading / unloading requirements to reduce the chances of expensive 

missed appointments and detention time. Communication is key to successful deliveries. Dispatch will step in to 

strategize and mediate to save costs. We are dedicated to serving our customers while using our deep understanding of 

super heavy haul trucking to prevent unnecessary charges. 
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These pages have been changed by the person who took over when I left, but the staging site may still be available to 

view my work. 

https://staging5.freightmonster.com/ 

  

https://staging5.freightmonster.com/
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I totally revamped this website, set up ecommerce, integrated with payments and started the blog. This site has been 

taken over by the owner who has not followed the style guide I created, but the content is still mine. 

https://grizwireless.com/ 
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